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ABSTRACT

Single-pixel imaging employs structured illumination to record images with very simple light detectors. It can be
an alternative to conventional imaging in certain applications such as imaging with radiation in exotic spectral
regions, multidimensional imaging, imaging with low light levels, 3D imaging or imaging through scattering
media. In most cases, the measurement process is just a basis transformation which depends on the functions
used to codify the light patterns. Sampling the object with a different basis of functions allows us to transform
the object directly onto a different space. The more common functions used in single-pixel imaging belong to the
Hadamard basis or the Fourier basis, although random patterns are also frequently used, particularly in ghost
imaging techniques. In this work we compare the performance of different alternative sampling functions for
single pixel imaging, all of them codified with a digital micromirror device (DMD). In particular, we analyze the
performance of the system with Hadamard, cosine, Fourier and noiselet patterns. Some of these functions are
binary, some others real and other complex functions. However, all of them are codified with the same DMD
by using different approaches. We perform both numerical and experimental tests with the different sampling
functions and we compare the performance in terms of the efficiency and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the
final images.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Among the different technologies of spatial light modulators, DMDs, which were invented at Texas Instruments
in 1987,1 are the most considered in applications requiring a quick response. A DMD is formed by thousands of
micromirrors that modulate the input light according to just two possible states: the on state reflects the light
into the desired optical path and the off state rejects it. Because their high speed and simple control, DMDs
have been used for engineering light in different areas of research, such as wavefront formation2 and single-pixel
imaging (SPI).3 SPI techniques, which are closely related to ghost imaging,4 have revealed themselves as an
alternative imaging approach in a broad range of topics: holography,5 hyperspectral imaging,6 seeing through
scattering media,7,8 3D imaging9 and microscopy.10 In all these cases, a device without spatial resolution is
used for detection, which is certainly convenient when employing radiation in exotic spectral regions out of the
visible spectrum or imaging with low light levels. Besides, the approach is very well adapted to multidimensional
sensing. In a SPI system, the object is sampled by using structured light. Thus, sampling light patterns are
projected onto the object and the resulting total irradiances are registered with a bucket detector. The image of
the object is reconstructed by means of computational algorithms. The resolution of the image is related to that
of the sampling patterns. The measurement process in SPI can be considered as a basis transformation were the
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functions of the new basis are the sampling light patterns. In this communication, we analyze the performance
of different sampling patterns codified with a DMD and describe their operation in detail. As a DMD is a binary
amplitude device, different strategies are required to implement real and complex functions onto the DMD.
Hadamard, cosine, noiselet and Fourier functions have been studied with simulations and experiments. The
SNR has been used to validate the quality of the reconstructed images. The remaining of this communication
is structured as follows. Section 2 presents these four different bases and explains how they can be used with
a DMD in an SPI system. The optical setup used in this work is described in Section 3, and the experimental
results are shown in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are summarized in Section 5.

2. BASIS CODIFICATION

The selection of the basis of functions used to image an object in SPI depends on a number of factors, including
the characteristics of the object, the compression efficiency, or the available methods for pattern codification.
Each transformation provides different results.

The Hadamard transform has real coefficients and involves just algebraic operations. It is used to encode,
detect or compress images. It redistributes the energy of the image over the low frequencies. Its codification
is straightforward and its experimental implementation is fast.11 The Walsh-Hadamard functions are codified
with sampling light patterns. The only two possible values are +1 and −1. An example of a 3 × 3 basis is
shown in Figure 1(a). Therefore, two matrices are necessary to codify the corresponding transform functions in
a DMD. The first matrix contains the positive values, where the +1 values are kept and the negative values are
changed to 0ś. The second matrix is projected with the negative values as +1 and the positive values turned to
0ś. The Walsh-Hadamard coefficients are then obtained as the difference of the coefficients provided by matrices
H+ and H−. Therefore, the number of required measurements is doubled: an image of 64 × 64 pixels needs
2×4096 Hadamard patterns to be displayed. In order to reduce measurement and processing time, optimization
algorithms, like compressed sensing in the case of sparse signals, can be employed. These kind of compressive
strategies can be employed also with the following transformations discussed in the paper.12

Figure 1. Representation of different basis: a) Hadamard, b) cosine, c) noiselet and d) Fourier.

Functions of the cosine basis have real values, within the range of −1 to +1. This basis transform also
concentrates the signal energy in the low frequencies, making it appropriate for applications where data com-
pression is a must.13 Figure 1(b) shows an example of sampling functions of a 3×3 cosine basis. Cosine patterns
need to be adapted to be codified in a DMD. In the human vision process, the eye can perceive gray shades
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from binary dithered images at a certain distance. Likewise, conversion of cosine functions into binary functions
is the key to codify these patterns on a DMD. The cosine function has to be scaled to a k factor and then
binarized by dithering. This recreates the impression of gray levels in a white and black image just consisting
of 1 and 0 values. In our experiments, the best performance is achieved by dithering with the Floyd-Steinberg
error diffusion algorithm.14 Figure 2 shows dithering in the cosine pattern of frequency (1, 2). To obtain the
corresponding transform coefficient, two patterns, C+ and C−, are projected, in order to calculate the difference
of their corresponding coefficients. The number of measurements is doubled again.15 Thus, 2 × 4096 cosine
patterns are used for an image of 64 × 64 pixels.

Figure 2. a) Real basis cosine and b) cosine basis with dithering effect.

The two transformations analyzed above correspond to real functions. However, there are also other examples
with complex values, like the noiselet transform. It presents four possible values, +1, −1, +i and −i, but the
implementation onto a DMD is also straightforward. After its binary adaptation, the signal energy is spread
over all the frequency range. Due to its high incoherence with the wavelet transform, it is commonly used in
compressed sensing.16 In Figure 1(c) the real part of a noiselet pattern is shown. To codify this transform with
a DMD, each noiselet pattern is separated in four matrices. Similarly to the Hadamard basis implementation,
two matrices contain integer values where the imaginary values are set to zero. Then, two more matrices are set
to +1 for the imaginary values and zero for the integer values. Thus, the corresponding difference equation is
the combination of four matrices, RN+

, RN− , IN+
and IN− .17 And these four matrices have to be projected on

the DMD to obtain the corresponding complex transform coefficient. Processing time is increased as the number
of matrices displayed onto the DMD is higher: 4 × 4096 patterns are needed to transform an image of 64 × 64
pixels. The Fourier transform is one of the most important tools in signal processing, and subsequently in image
processing.13 This transform provides information in the frequency domain. It has been applied to encode or
retrieve data with high quality. Nevertheless, the time for transforming and recovering the information is long.18

Indeed, Fourier transform is also a complex function requiring changes to be programmed onto the DMD. The
complex basis is modified using phase shifting, one of the most robust and common methods of creating real
Fourier patterns.19 In this case, a group of sinusoidal functions with a phase shift of π/4 is generated. Moreover,
it is necessary to convert these patterns into binary functions, by scaling them k times and applying dithering,
as explained previously for the cosine transform. Figure 1(d) shows the real part of a 3 × 3 Fourier basis. Four
patterns are displayed on the DMD for each Fourier coefficient, F0, Fπ/4, Fπ/2 and F3π/4. After measurements
are made, the recorded total irradiances are combined to get the corresponding complex coefficient.17 If the
image has 64× 64 pixels, the number of measurement is 4× 4096. As the coefficients are obtained in the Fourier
space, reconstruction of the object image requires an inverse Fourier transform operation.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup of the SPI system used in this work is shown in Figure 3. The light source is a fiber-
coupled solid-state laser with a wavelength of 532 nm (Oxxius-532-50-COL-SLM). A lens Lc colimates the light
beam and illuminates the DMD. The spatial light modulator is a DLP Discovery 4200 by Texas Instruments with
a pixel pitch of 13.7 µm. This DMD has a resolution of 1024×768 micromirrors, which can be tilted individually
via the controlling interface software. In the on state, mirrors are tilted about the diagonal hinge at an angle
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of +12◦, and at −12◦ in the off state. For this study Hadamard, cosine, noiselet and Fourier basis have been
programmed onto the DMD with a spatial resolution of 64× 64 pixels. A pixel in each basis studied corresponds
to 8 × 8 micromirrors. Then, the active area of the DMD is 7.06 × 7.06 mm2. The structured light provided in
reflection by the DMD travels through the 4f optical imaging system, formed by lenses L1 and L2, both with
focal distance f = 250 mm. At the image plane, the inner product of the object and each projected pattern
produces different irradiances, collected by lens L3 in a Thorlabs PDA36A photo-detector. The photocurrent
signals are digitized by a data acquisition device, and then the calculated coefficients are computed to reconstruct
the object image.

Figure 3. Experimental setup of the SPC.

4. RESULTS

The experimental results are shown in Figure 4. A transparency with the logo of Universitat Jaume I has been
used as object. The images obtained have a resolution of 64× 64 pixels. Differences between the reconstructions
are noticeable, depending on the transform basis used. The particular response for each basis is also evident
in the corresponding spectral representations (not shown here). To quantify the image quality of each of the

reconstructions, the SNR has been calculated according to the expression SNR =
σ2
signal

σ2
noise

. The retrieved image

from the Hadamard sampling patterns is illustrated in Figure 4(a). This image presents high contrast and an
SNR of 50.78 dB. The reconstruction when measuring with the cosine basis is shown in Figure 4(b). This image
presents undesired terms possibly due to the process to transform continuous cosine patterns to binary functions.
Even with the chess-table effect present on the retrieved image, the SNR is 42.28 dB. As seen in Figure 4(c),
the image obtained with the noiselet transform presents an artifact affecting the whole image. High frequency
components are emphasized by this transform, reducing the quality of the reconstruction. The SNR here is 23.6
dB. Finally, for the case of the Fourier patterns, shown in Figure 4(d), reconstruction is satisfactory, even if the
patterns were transformed from continuous to binary values. SNR in this case is 78.60 dB. Simulations had also
been carried out, providing quality reconstructions with all the bases. For the noiselet, simulation provides a
reconstruction without the problems of the experimental image.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This communication presents a study of the performance of the most common basis functions used in SPI
(Hadamard, cosine, noiselet and Fourier), because of their versatility in compression and codification and easy
implementation. The procedure to display these real and complex bases in a binary amplitude device as a DMD
has been explained in detail. Experimental reconstructions using each of these bases are presented. Hadamard
and Fourier sampling functions provide high quality images, although modifications have been applied in the
modulation patterns to be able to implement them in a DMD. For cosine and noiselet patterns, some undesirable
frequencies are present. The increase in the measurement and processing time caused by the implementation of
real and complex values in a binary amplitude modulator could be overcome by using algorithms of optimization
as compressed sensing.
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Figure 4. Recovered images from SPI using a) Hadamard patterns, b) cosine patterns, c) noiselet patterns and d) Fourier
patterns.
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